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Thursday Groups
Contemporary Group is on 6
January with Tessa and Clive.

Photography Development
Group  is on 13 January.

The links and details are in the
members’ area.

During those first few camera
club meetings, I was struck by
the quality of images being
shown. If I was to get to that
level, I needed to learn – and
learn fast. Since then, I’ve been
on a rather steep learning curve
and have benefited greatly from
the assistance and experience of
other club members. I have
enjoyed entering club
competitions and have learnt a lot
from the judges’ feedback.

In the following years, I decided
to test out my newly acquired
skills with attempts at distinctions
and external salons. I succeeded
in gaining a DPAGB with PDIs
and an LRPS with prints and I
was fortunate to win Gold medals
at the Welsh and Cheltenham
International Salons.
Not long after joining the club, I
volunteered to join the technical
team and help out with the
management of the

Meet Eric Williams, Systems Manager
I joined Worcestershire Camera
Club in September 2014. I had

retired earlier
that year after
spending over
40 years in the
IT industry,
working for
American
hardware and

software companies mainly. I had
always been interested in
photography and decided to try
and take better pictures. I
thought getting a better camera
would be all that was needed.
My wife, Jill, bought a Canon
camera for me with the words
“Now get out there and use it!”
As well as the ‘better camera’, I
soon found out technical skills
and artistic creativity were also
needed. Tuesday Programme

No meeting this week but a treat
in store on 11 January when
you can enjoy seeing and
hearing more of  Eric Williams’
Photographic Journey.

Tuesday meetings begin at 7pm via
Zoom. Visitors are welcome: please
contact our Chairman in advance of
the meeting.
Members can find the Zoom links in the
website members’ area.

Cont’d on p2

Havana Style
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various technical bits and bobs
that the club depends on. A year
later, I was running the club’s
competitions. I must have been
a bit slow in not taking a pace
backwards when the call for
volunteers went out.
In early 2017, Clive Haynes
asked me to consider taking the
role as club Chairman which was
rather flattering but I initially
refused as I thought my lack of
photographic prowess and
history would be a hindrance.
Clive eventually persuaded me to
take the position and so I led the

club for the 2017-2018 season
and managed to survive the
experience! Since then, I have
been back assisting the technical
team and am now the club’s
Systems Manager.
My love for nature has helped
me enormously with my
photography and this is
definitely my favoured genre. Jill
and I enjoy travelling which has
provided great opportunities for
some good nature shots. I have
a delightful memory of a close
encounter with an orangutan in
Borneo – we were both sat on

the ground about 5 metres apart
and she picked up and offered
me a twig as a gift. That was an
experience I will never forget.
I am still on my photographic
learning curve and am still being
helped by the more experienced
photographers in our club, for
which I thank you. In return, I
help other club members with
their IT issues and have recently

assisted Alan Yeates to build a
new club website. I think this
illustrates my life philosophy –
take a little and give back a little
more.
Worcestershire Camera Club
provides a lot of opportunities to
flourish as a photographer and I
am so thankful that I joined this
club and am part of this creative
environment.

Images
For the love of
flying:

Milky Way over
Helvetia:

Orangutan:
Painted wolves:

Mountain Gorilla

Eric Williams
LRPS DPAGB
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Competitions & exhibitions

Southport closes 14 January.

Clay Cross closes 30 January.

Why not support another local
club? VECC (Vale of Evesham)
2022 is now open. Closes 28
February.

FIAP

Reindeer in Action by 14 Jan

Love for Art closes 17 January

Holland International 14 Jan

Salons closing by 18 Jan.

Dates for the diary
3-4 Jan Quadrantids meteor shower peak. 2022 calendar.

8 January starts 5.30pm Wassail at the Fleece Inn, Bretforton.

8-16 January Smethwick International exhibition livestream.
Details & booking.  Virtual print gallery free to view from 8 Jan.

15 January Free online RPS event Plants, Panels & Passion.
Permanent exhibition - Kodak Gallery, Science and Media Museum.

‘Tis almost the season; with this mild weather perhaps plan for some
early snowdrop spotting!
Snowdrop spotting NT Midlands (don’t forget Greyfriars garden!).
Birlingham church.  Hanbury church. Where can you suggest?

29 January MidPhot AV comp will now be online.

MCPF AV competition closes
15 January. NB

MidPhot opens 8 January.
Closes 12 Feb.

RHS 2022 competition closes
1 February 10am. 10
categories. (See Diary for linked
RPS event 15 Jan.)

Big Picture Natural World
Photography. Early Bird
discount to 15 Jan. Open to all.
Closes 1 March. Encouraging
women in Wildlife photography.

Club competitions
You have just a few days left for
PDI Comp 5 - hand-in  closes
Thurs 6 Jan. If you haven’t
entered yet this season, why not
have a go for the New Year?
The schedule for the rest of the
season can be found here.

PAGB GB Cup/Trophy  for
clubs closes 14 Jan. If you are
interested, have you contacted
Duncan yet?

Ad hoc trips

Over to you…

Firstly, I wish you all the very
best for a healthy, happy and
creative New Year.
It was a pleasure to have a brief,
distanced doorstep meeting
recently to hand over some
photography books to a not-so-
new member for whom it was
the first in-person meeting with a
WCC member! This underlined to
me how important it is to include
member intros in Photonews, not
just committee members and
postholders. New members in
particular, but all are invited;
please do tell us a bit about
yourself!
This is your newsletter, so please
do include a resolution to keep
sending in your contributions -
pictures, news, tips, information,
articles, questions, or whatever
might be of interest to our
members.
It would be great to be able to
feature something from all our
members during the season!
Ruth (Editor).

If you are planning a photowalk
where a small group could safely
go, why not have some company
and set up an ad hoc trip? Info
on how to do this is in Members’
Area/Groups/ Group Documents.
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https://www.southportphotographic.co.uk/exhibition-2022/
https://www.southportphotographic.co.uk/exhibition-2022/
https://www.southportphotographic.co.uk/exhibition-2022/
https://www.eveshamphoto.net/
https://www.eveshamphoto.net/
https://www.fiap.net/en
http://www.ice-photo.org/creindeer/home
https://loveforart.in/
https://www.fiap.net/en
https://www.myfiap.net/patronages?field_fiap_patronage_number_value_2=&title=&title_1=&name=&field_profile_org_name_value=&custom_category=All&custom_section=All&field_cntst_sched_closing_date_value_op=between&field_cntst_sched_closing_date_value%5Bvalue%5D%5Bdate%5D=01%2F02%2F2022&field_cntst_sched_closing_date_value%5Bmin%5D%5Bdate%5D=03%2F01%2F2022&field_cntst_sched_closing_date_value%5Bmax%5D%5Bdate%5D=18%2F01%2F2022&field_cntst_sched_exhibit_date_value_op=%3D&field_cntst_sched_exhibit_date_value%5Bvalue%5D%5Bdate%5D=&field_cntst_sched_exhibit_date_value%5Bmin%5D%5Bdate%5D=&field_cntst_sched_exhibit_date_value%5Bmax%5D%5Bdate%5D=&has_salon_catalog=All&has_salon_file=All&items_per_page=50
https://www.rmg.co.uk/stories/topics/meteor-shower-guide
https://thefleeceinn.co.uk/events/wassail/
https://smethwickinternational.com/
https://smethwickinternational.com/exhibition/exhibition-dates-and-tickets-2022/
https://rps.org/events/groups/digital-imaging/2022/january/rhs-plants-panels-and-passion/
https://www.scienceandmediamuseum.org.uk/whats-on/kodak-gallery
https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/lists/snowdrops-in-the-midlands
https://www.flickr.com/photos/22508831@N08/33051335525/in/photolist-ShVRaN-SmCJyv-RLRzNC
https://www.flickr.com/photos/8211100@N06/6956735279/in/photolist-bAK62H
https://www.mcpf.co.uk/av-competitions/
https://www.mcpf.co.uk/midphot-2/
https://www.rhs.org.uk/Promotions/rhs-photo-competition
https://www.bigpicturecompetition.org/
https://www.bigpicturecompetition.org/
https://www.bigpicturecompetition.org/women-in-wildlife-photography
https://www.worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/home/wcc-internal-competitions/internal-comps-introduction
https://www.worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/home/wcc-internal-competitions/competition-calendar-rules-and-guidelines
http://www.thepagb.org.uk/competitions/gb-cups-and-gb-trophies/
https://worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/home/photonews/505-images-for-photonews
https://worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/home/photonews/505-images-for-photonews
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Malcolm Haynes’ Croome
Two lovely evocative images of this local landmark from Malcolm.
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First, I would like to wish everyone
at WCC a healthy, happy, and
fulfilling New Year. Over the recent
months I have, like many people,
contemplated the enforced changes
in my lifestyle and their implications
for some of the activities that I had
hitherto taken for granted, not least
my photography. I do appreciate
that circumstances will have
impacted in different ways on the
various genres and interests that
constitute photography. I assume
that those aspects that tend towards
the outdoor and can be undertaken
in a solitary way will have been least
affected, those that depend upon
access to indoor venues and close
exposure to people, the most.
Then there is the issue of motivation
and our own personal responses to
threat, disruption, and the fracturing
of our ‘taken for granted’ reality, like
suddenly seeing life through a
broken mirror. I suspect that many
of us, to a greater or lesser extent
will have ‘lost our mojo’ in a storm
of circumstance over which we have
little control, and to which we can
only respond as best we can. For
some these circumstances will have
prompted creativity, experimentation
and the fulfilment of photographic
ambitions that have been shelved for
years due to the demands of ‘normal’
life, now suspended for a time.

In my own case I will admit that I have struggled to stay motivated. Due to underlying health conditions
both Ruth and I have had to be very careful to avoid infection, we have both survived enough in our
lives for it to be a damn silly way to go. I am an enthusiastic, but not very prolific, photographer who
tends towards the expressionist and contemporary genres. I don’t tend to plan or seek out images, just
place myself in situations and places where they may become apparent to me. This involves a greater
freedom of movement, in a variety of social and physical environments than has been recently possible.
The result is that I have found myself in a bit of a photographic desert.  In the new year, if
circumstances do not radically change, I intend to use still life photography and constructions to explore
some ideas, because, for me, without that element of exploration and reflection it would be pointless.
Everyone finds their own photographic ‘salvation’ and that is mine, no better or worse that anybody
else’s, just mine.
I know that in times of personal and social crisis it is very important to have some ‘creative’ outlet. It
doesn’t particularly matter what it is, just that we engage with it over and above the day-to-day concerns
of life. There is a second, and even more insidious, epidemic sweeping the country relating to mental
health, particularly depressive illness.  Creative pursuits and interests can help enormously with this. If,
like me, you feel that your mojo is lying flat on its back, don’t give up, just engage with your
photography and, little by little, the doors will start to open…

Covid Photography: Stewart Bourne

Stewart Bourne ARPS
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Seeing Stars and Other Objects: The Making of ‘Anomaly’

Since my previous piece in Photonews, I hope that
some of you will have viewed my AV ‘Anomaly’: if
you haven’t, well, here’s the link.
Why does anyone make an AV?
There are many motivations, for example, pictures
to share, inspirational words and/or music
sympathetically illustrated through photography,
beautiful images set to music, a record of places
visited, ‘how-to’ instructional information, a
documentary or to tell a story and more.
WCC has a nucleus of keen audio-visual makers
who are active in the Club’s AV Group.  Each of us
has a different style and I like to be unpredictable.
Since my schooldays, I’ve always enjoyed physics,
science and astronomy. I’ve read a good deal of
science-fiction, growing up with the classics of the
genre. All these things have had an influence, and
in ‘Anomaly’ I had a story I wanted to tell.

To make ‘Anomaly’ I first evolved the scenic
storyboard and script.  In essence, the piece is a
play for four voices.  The story concerns a high-
security, video-conference, illegally ‘leaked’ to the
internet.  It was important for the eavesdropping

nature of the plot to establish the opening
sequence as an encrypted online Zoom session
and this required some inventiveness.

The narrative features exoplanets, and I needed
some.  Where can you find them?  Answer:  make
them.  My exoplanetary landscapes, near planets,
moons, stars and galaxies were combinations of
my earth-bound landscape photography and
fractal-generated cosmic scenes. During the
production, images were combined, and
appropriate colour-grading applied.

To maintain the sense of authenticity, I needed to
augment my basic knowledge of astronomy
through contact with astronomers, astrophysicists
and physicists.  They didn’t mind being

Clive Haynes FRPS

https://worcestershirecameraclub.myportfolio.com/clive-haynes-anomaly
https://worcestershirecameraclub.myportfolio.com/clive-haynes-anomaly
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approached and I found friendliness, open-
mindedness and much willing help, which was
appreciated.  Once I was equipped with this
information, I needed to present sections of it as
on-screen scientific data to offer a level of
authenticity.  This was something else which
required verifying and managing.

Making the AV in Pictures to Exe required the
four voices to be recorded, plus the addition of
background sounds and sound effects.  I chose
four ‘actors’, two women and two men, each
contributing their distinctive voice.  For this, two
near neighbours plus WCC member, Wiola
Ryczkowska and a previous WCC member, Prof.
Roger Moore, all contributed – and we had great
fun one afternoon, recording a real live Zoom
session for proper ambience and veracity. The
majority of background sound and sound effects
came from our Yamaha electric piano which has
many ‘voices’.  These were overlaid, mixed,
managed and sometimes distorted in Audacity, a
sound-editor program.

Once I was content with the sound resources it
was time to construct the AV scene-by-scene in

Pictures to Exe, using several audio tracks to get
the timings and mix right.

After weeks of work and editing, the result was
very much as I imagined at the outset.
There was another reason to make the AV, which
was to break with a convention.  This convention
was largely formulated for the AV competition
environment, where frequently, depending upon
category, AVs are required to be short, no more
than six minutes for ‘Photo Harmony’ or 12
minutes for ‘Open’.  Whilst in many ways I
understand the convention, nevertheless, we’re the
authors, artists and producers and we can make
AVs to whatever length we like.  However, with
expectations of such conventions, longer AVs can
be considered unusual and less popular with a
camera club audience.  Non-club audiences don’t
have such preconceptions.  Let’s face it, films and
TV programmes are 30 to 90 minutes in length –
and this is quite acceptable.
At the beginning of this article, I briefly mentioned
some genres of AV. However, one of the most
satisfying elements about making an AV is the
sheer enjoyment of producing it.  Some AVs draw
together various strands of photography whilst
others require research and an element of
learning.  Such requirements extend our pleasure
in photography way beyond taking pictures.
Putting together an AV is a richly rewarding
experience with a result which others can share
and enjoy.  Unlike a photobook or images posted
on the internet where viewers simply click
through, an AV unfolds at the pace set by the
producer, and just like watching a film, people
need to relax and willingly enter the world
presented before them.

Anomaly AV
Other AV software links

Latest PTE (£)
SmartSHOW 3D

Adobe Premiere Pro
PhotoStage (free) and £
versions.

As usual, links are provided for
information, not recommendation.
Be careful to check sources and
take usual security precautions.

https://www.wnsoft.com/en/pte-av-studio/old-versions/
https://www.audacityteam.org/
https://worcestershirecameraclub.myportfolio.com/clive-haynes-anomaly
https://www.wnsoft.com/en/pte-av-studio/
https://smartshow-software.com/
https://www.adobe.com/uk/products/premiere.html
https://www.nchsoftware.com/slideshow/index.html
https://secure.nch.com.au/cgi-bin/register.exe?software=photostage
https://secure.nch.com.au/cgi-bin/register.exe?software=photostage
https://www.nchsoftware.com/slideshow/index.html
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And finally…

AV news
AV-ers may be interested in some ‘new’ (old!) online audio
resources Caution – check copyright before use.

The AV News calendar has been updated.

MidPhot AV 29 January will now be online.

Did you see…?
PAGB e-news 298

MCPF January e-news 153
Includes latest info on MidPhot.
NB AV comp will now be online.

Murmuration magic

In Visible Light

Fruits – in the spirit and
tradition of botanical illustration
– take a leisurely scroll through.

Sabine Weiss obituary.

Lensculture
BW award winners
Favourite Photobooks of
2021

Archbishop Tutu - in pictures.

Malkovich homage - classic
portrait re-creations.

After Dark

Adam Dobby interview

If like many of us, you are
spending more time outdoors
with or without your camera,
this ID guide for trees in
winter might be of interest.

For those with less patience than
Barrie for scanning slides… I
recently came across this
scanning service.

Commercial Printing
Just to say I have used Picanova a few times of late and despite
shipping from Germany, there have not been huge delaysrecently
 on delivery, though a little slower than previously. They regularly
have special offers; worth subscribing to their newsletter and
keeping a folder handy of images you would like to print on canvas
or other media for when offers pop up.

Martin Addison FRPS

https://twitter.com/iainthomson/status/1475252158312292355?s=20
https://smethwickinternational.com/
https://archive.org/details/georgeblood?tab=about
https://archive.org/details/georgeblood?tab=about
http://www.avnews.org.uk/
http://www.pagbnews.co.uk/sites/default/files/newsletters/en298%2001%20Jan%202022_0.pdf
https://whynow.co.uk/read/far-flung-a-most-british-wildlife-photographer
https://www.mcpf.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/153-Jan-2022-mcpfnewsletter.pdf
https://whynow.co.uk/read/far-flung-a-most-british-wildlife-photographer
https://www.lensculture.com/solo-exhibition/sam-ferris-in-visible-light
https://www.lensculture.com/solo-exhibition/masumi-shiohara-identification-of-fruits-as-a-fruit-farmer-and-breeder
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-59816052
https://www.lensculture.com/2021-black-and-white-photography-award-winners
https://www.lensculture.com/articles/lensculture-editors-favorite-photobooks-of-2021
https://www.lensculture.com/articles/lensculture-editors-favorite-photobooks-of-2021
https://www.lensculture.com/articles/lensculture-editors-favorite-photobooks-of-2021
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/in-pictures-59793545
https://mymodernmet.com/sandro-miller-malkovich-malkovich-malkovich/
https://fujifilm-x.com/en-gb/stories/nocturnal-excursions
https://fujifilm-x.com/en-gb/stories/photographer-interview-adam-dobby/
https://heartofenglandforest.org/news/how-identify-trees-winter
https://heartofenglandforest.org/news/how-identify-trees-winter
https://theslideconverter.co.uk/how-it-works
https://www.picanova.co.uk/
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